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Do I like that game ? Yes.
The dark aesthetic is really cool and the controls work fine, which is pretty crucial for a platformer.
But god damn it is soul crushing, I can totally understand the other criticisms I heard.
If you buy that game, prepare to die to a lot of bull***t.. I really enjoyed this game! The story is interesting, and most of the
characters are compelling. The gameplay is point & click, but with nice graphics and more flexibility than most.. A fun game if
you have a friend at your house to play with. Otherwise, I'm personally not a fan of it. All the interactions feel super good.
Which is super important for VR. And for that, I will give it a thumbs up. (Wishlist it for a sale). It was all fun and games until
the final robot fight, which is terribly frustrating. Also the whole DLC is pretty short - I would probably finish it in 10-15mins if
not for that mentioned fight.. Its garbage but I play it everyday and watch every single stream for it
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It's an incredible soundtrack. If you've played the game, then you know you ought to buy it, and you know the musicians and
developers deserve it.. It's fun, and the time you put into the game/story is worth the price. If you want an exact score, I guess I
would give it a 7/10, It's good.. so far, its a bit easy and the physics are way off but the game is fun. maps dont have boarders, to
explain, imagine going north off the edge of the map and comming back in on the south, its a nice idea but in play it can
become confusing and it shows a great lazyness in creating fake open world maps. other than that, real nice motorstorm inspired
not open world game..........also your 2 is backwards

edit: you know what, i take back what i said about the repeating map. What an amazing idea, especially when you only have an
east-west connection to make one long track with many different routes.... why dont more games do this?. As a veritable
connoisseur of Tonguc Bodur games, I must say that The Hunting God is among his best works. That is not to say that I would
recommend it to anyone, but it is a noticeable improvement upon his previous titles.

In The Hunting God, you play as some Irish deity who walks around pretty landscapes talking to himself occasionally in
nonsensical voiceovers and very occasionally clicking on a couple of stock assets to proceed. The story is basically about a god
whose realm gets besieged by werewolves and then saved by a magic woman.

So far, all of this is pretty standard fare for a TB production\u2014however, there are some dynamic new changes to this game
that make it stand out from the rest of Mr. Bodur\u2019s library.

Firstly, a big difference between the Drizzlepath, Nephise, and Bottle games and THG is that THG has a male narrator. Yes,
Bottle\u2019s protagonist was male, but his two lines were both Easter eggs, if we are being frank. The Hunting God\u2019s
narrator and protagonist is a male <i>character<\/i>. You can\u2019t understand anything he says due to the writer\u2019s
affinity for flipping to a random thesaurus page and scrawling the first word they see, plus quite a lot of Gaelic (?), and the
voice actor is too busy broguing to emote, but still.

The second big unique factor in this game is that there\u2019s no cave section. I\u2019m fairly certain that ALL TB games
except this one has a cave that you walk through.

Thirdly, THG has separate chapters, which none of his other games have. This means there are varied environments, varied
music, and most importantly the game autosaves after every chapter. I was particularly relieved to find this out when, after
playing the first level, I was literally falling asleep while playing (the game is just that exciting). It was nice not to lose all my
progress. TB always includes a save feature asset in his games, since he always credits it, so I\u2019m glad he\u2019s finally
figured out how to use it.

Fourth but not last, The Hunting God is the first Tonguc game with <i>cutscenes<\/i>. There\u2019s no, like, animation in them
or anything, or dialogue, or events, but they\u2019re still honest-to-god cutscenes, and I was astounded to see them.

Though this game has 3.25 chapters, it is more or less congruous with other TB titles in taking \u201ca little while\u201d to
beat. My playtime represents one complete playthough with minimal dawdling (I only goofed around enough to find the hidden
texts, which are not well hidden at all), and I did not return to the final level to see the alternate ending. For reference, in case I
do wind up doing the last level again, that\u2019s 70 minutes. However, the brevity is always excusable in these titles because
there\u2019s so little going on that you get bored as it is*.

Now, I imagine that you will see some reviews about this game raving about its beautiful graphics. Let me break that down for
you. I\u2019m almost certain that every single post-processing and lighting effect ever produced for the Unreal Engine is turned
up to turbo in THG. The skybox assets are genuinely pretty. He even downloaded a few stock texture packs to intersperse
around the maps. However, what bugs me when people talk about how nice the graphics are in these games is that it\u2019s the
current year and yet TB still cannot be bothered to cover up repeating ground textures. He could just use textures broad enough
that you wouldn\u2019t notice, or include something, ANYTHING, to draw your eye away from the immersion-destroying
diamond pattern of the path, but he doesn\u2019t.

The only other notable thing to discuss regarding this game is the poems that appear twice in each level. This is one aspect that
is common to all TB walking simulators, which is to say that they are not very good. It is clear that all six poems writhe to
contort themselves into rhyming iambic pentameter, like so much fat into a girdle, but it just doesn\u2019t work, and in some
lines they flat-out give up. There is nothing sonically pleasing about the words or their placement, no wordplay, and nothing
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about the verse seems even remotely organic. Nor do the poems build up to anything. One is about a queen who\u2019s a tough
queen, one\u2019s about the theft of a salmon of knowledge, and I can\u2019t even remember the others. You shouldn\u2019t
even bother seeing them, were it not for the achievements.

And remember, all of this adds up to the best of this dev\u2019s games.

*(Except Drizzlepath.). This is the first interactive novel I have ever played, and I can do nothing but praise it.

It adheres quite closely to the Celtic interpretation of Arthur, but still manages to incorporate familiar elements from medieval
tradition. It conveys the atmosphere of a fractured, post-Roman Britain quite well, and although it has some fantastical elements,
these are quite subdued for the most part and maintains a more realistic approach.

I found the writing to be engaging and enjoyable, and quite a few of the choices you make are recognized later on the in story,
meaning that my decisions actually had some weight to them.

SPOILERS INCOMING!

I also greatly appreciated the fact that the game allowed you some flexibility in terms of the outcome. You do not have to stick
to the classic Arthurian story. I actually deliberately avoided becoming king and prefered to work behind the scenes. You are
not railroaded into taking the throne. You have the option of stepping down and supporting someone else instead, and this
enhances the role-playing element.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=f_GPh2XBYh8

In its current state, the world feels beautiful but a bit empty. There seems to be a lack of feedback as to where shots are coming
from (but this just might be me being terrible). The UI is straightforward, obvious, the mining is easy, guns are satisfying to
shoot. Overall I'm looking forward to what this project brings.. I bought Bot Colony a few years ago and I don't regret it even
though the game is still in early access and probably will be for some time. This game is something completely different and
unique. The developers of this game have succeeded in bringing to the market some completely new game mechanics that other
companies are just dreaming about. They have come up with their own new AI mechanics for this game and made them part of
the gameplay.

I would recommend this game for people who:
- Like games with new and unique approaches, new experiences
- Like games\/genres with a bit slower gameplay (compared to fast paced action games)
- Like to support a small company that works hard to start a completely new kind of genre of video games that will bring the
whole industry forward
- Are interested in AI, robotics, technology or scifi
- Are interested\/prepared to play around a bit with robots and learn to communicate with them (Isn't really hard but not
recommended for the most inpatient players or those that expect perfect AI that will be able to communicate with you like
another human, the technology isn't really at that stage yet)
- Are interested in playing a game with a lot to offer but that is still a work in progress and rough around the edges in some parts

The game is amazing as it is but would be even more great if the devs find a new publisher who will see the real potential of this
game\/genre and the ambition and skills of these developers so we would be able to enjoy even more of their work in the future!
There is no limit to the potential this genre and game series has with the right amount of work and money, I believe the
technologies in the game will continue getting better and better with time.

I believe this game is ahead of it's time in many ways, in the future there will probably be more games that attempt to add
similar mechanics to their games. Right now this is the best you can find and a game worth playing if you are interested in AI or
games that offer new and unique experiences.. A really neat tiny little bunch of practically different minigames squeezed into a
game. Definitely worth the low pricetag if you're looking for something very small to spend an evening or two on.
Completionists could probably get much, much more from this though.. I bought this game for my collection during the UBIsoft
sale, just because I remember playing it as a kid. So I decided to refresh my memory.

Why aren't there people who make games like this anymore? Rainbow Six is as fun as it used to be years ago and plays so much
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differently from all this casual action games of modern times. Its old, but not in the bad meaning of old, it is classic, oldschool if
you please :D. There is a lot of replayability as well: you can follow premade plan, just rush it as lone wolf or with the team,
make up your own strategy for the map and even spectate everything while your team just follows orders.

But who am I telling it to, I doubt that anyone who never heard about these series before will ever read this review of my. If you
are considering buying: don't hesitate. Rainbow Six 3 is truly the Gold of game industry.

And best part is that it supports modern resolutions just fine (well except of tiny little main menu, but whatever.)
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